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Develop a Stronger Relationship with God Through the Power of Five Specific Habits It's sad to

think that there are Christians who easily take the Gospel for granted. As we continue to live

complicated lives, we are often burdened by trivial things that we lose sight of God and his plans for

our lives. We've become too focused on our own desires that we've forgotten about the creator who

made us. It may seem like God is so far away and doesn't want to develop a relationship with us,

but the reality is, we're the ones moving far away from him. Instead of praying, reading the Bible,

worshipping, fellowshipping, and hearing his word preached, we choose to live our lives based on

how we want to live them. No wonder there are times when it seems like we can't feel God's

presence in our lives. We forget about the message of the Gospel and instead run after things that

will never satisfy. We may be living comfortable and easy lives because of technology, but that

doesn't make us any better than the Israelites during Moses time. Here we are, saved, and yet we

still choose to ignore God's magnificent power in our lives. If you've always wanted to develop your

resolve to becoming a better Christian, this book will teach you everything you need to know about

the five habits every believer needs to cultivate. From what it really means to be saved to how we

can best prepare our hearts and minds to listen to Sunday preaching, this book is packed with all

the information you ever wanted to know about living an abundant and joyful Christian life. Here is a

preview of what you will learn: What it means to be saved Pray: How to talk to God Read and study

scripture: Why we need to study the Bible Worship: The elements of spirit-filled and true worship

Fellowship with other believers: The facets of Christian fellowship Listen to God's word through

preaching: How to prepare our hearts and minds to be receptive to God's message
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I have no words to describe how happy I am to have bought and read this book. Our faith is falling

apart and everyone should have a book like this in the libraries. This book is a completely objective

and accurate guidance of the Bible and our faith. Basics for a good Christian who over time have

been lost. This book fascinated me! I loved being able to find it because I was looking for a book like

this so long ago!

I really wanted to read the whole Bible from back to front and apply its teachings. This bible study

guide gives us the principles of being a Christian and what it means to be saved. Being a Christian

goes beyond reading books or mere works but it is through the grace of Jesus Christ but after we

accept him as our Lord and Savior we should do our part to be a light to the world and a vessel of

Christ. We should also make sure that even no one is looking, when we are alone, our thoughts and

heart are Christ like. A great companion for both a beginning Christian and Mature Christian who

needs to be reminded of Christ sacrifice to us to remain effective in our calling.

This book is a nice one. It is inspired by the huge successful book of doctor Covey. this book has

some of the things to do to be more successful. it is a short book. I finished it under half an hour. I

loved the part talking about worship. you need to read and study the bible well. nice book makes

you think in a new perspective about religion. it worth reading and it is very well written.

It is important that every Christian like me knows how to utilize the Bible, the compilation of the

teachings that our lord wants to impart. I admit that I am not really good at utilizing it that is why I

find ways on how I can actually use it effectively. I can say that this book had helped me a lot to gain

the various ways on how I can make use of my bible regularly and realize all the teaching of Christ.

The book doesn't only focus on utilizing the bible but it also suggests activities which will strengthen

your faith. Good catch.

Have always wanted to develop and become a true Christian but most times am unable to keep up

with the subtle lifestyle. A good friend recommended this piece to me as a book to help grow and

live a life of a genuine Christian. This is a pure and helpful bible study book.



Very effective! I took all the advices written in this book and now I can feel and see the difference

after I reading it! Very uplifting! Definitely worth the time and cost. So much worth recommending!

The one who knows better to any machine or device is the one who created it, same manner with us

the most knowledgeable about our life is our creator. This book think is deeper and realized me at

the end that being a christian I must obey and knowledge the holy presence of the Lord when it

comes to life. Any thing I do must according to his will, with that I can develop a habit that

acceptable in His sight.

This is a great devotional book. I found it both inspiring and practical, and helpful for my spiritual life

. The author is very humble. I'm also going to continue to keep this book on my Kindle so I can

review the habits she recommends and put them into practice.
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